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Apple Pro Training Series 2015-01-16 in the only apple certified book on the apple
productivity apps pages numbers and keynote you ll learn the how and why of creating and
publishing first rate documents spreadsheets and presentations working through this guide you
will gain confidence working on progressively more complex real world projects using pages
numbers and keynote both alone and together to produce sophisticated and robust results this
guide provides coverage of the latest features in the apple productivity apps all new guide
covers the pages numbers and keynote productivity apps for mac explores ios versions of the
apps and shows workflows using icloud drive quick tour through all three apps on os x
highlights the similarities in their interfaces and tools and reveals important new features self
paced course in a book with accompanying lesson files focuses on practical real world projects
building in complexity throughout the guide the official curriculum of apple training pages
number and keynote course used in apple authorized training centers worldwide chapter
review questions summarize what students learn to prepare them for the apple certification
exam
Logic Pro - Apple Pro Training Series 2022-03-31 the apple certified way to learn record
arrange produce mix and master music with this bestselling apple certified guide to logic pro
veteran producer and composer david nahmani uses real world professional logic pro projects
to guide you through step by step instructions and straightforward explanations ranging from
basic music creation to sophisticated production techniques you ll trigger live loops in real time
record audio and software instruments create and edit sequences and build arrangements you
ll create both acoustic and electronic virtual drum performances you ll use quick sampler to
create stutter effects and vocal chop and explore ear candy production techniques such as
parallel processing and turntable start and stop effects you ll use smart controls to map knobs
buttons and drum pads on a midi controller or an ipad you ll harness the power of smart tempo
to sync up all your audio and midi you ll use flex time to stretch audio and correct the timing of
recordings and you ll tune vocals with flex pitch you ll mix automate and master the song with
eq compression delay reverb limiters and other plug ins to achieve a professional sound finally
you ll create a 3d spatial audio mix with logic pro s new dolby atmos plug ins using binaural
rendering to experience that immersive sonic experience on your headphones downloadable
real world professional logic projects step by step hands on exercises accessible writing style
that puts an expert mentor at your side ample illustrations that help you quickly master
techniques lists of keyboard shortcuts used in each lesson tips to improve your workflow online
personal support on the author s website the apple pro training series is apple s official self
paced learning resource books in this series offer downloadable lesson files and an online
version of the book additional information on this and other books in this series can be found at
peachpit com apple for more on certification visit training apple com also in the apple pro
training series final cut pro macos support essentials
macOS Support Essentials 11 - Apple Pro Training Series 2021-03-08 the apple certified
way to learn macos support essentials 11 the official book for macos support is a top notch
primer for anyone who needs to support troubleshoot or optimize macos big sur such as it
professionals technicians help desk specialists and ardent mac users this is the only apple pro
training series book that covers big sur you ll find in depth step by step instructions on
everything from upgrading updating reinstalling and configuring macos big sur to setting up
network services like the content caching service this book covers updated system utilities and
new features in macos big sur including security and privacy enhancements control center and
notification center safari system extensions macos recovery startup security utility and the
signed system volume ssv this book includes the following content authoritative explanations of
underlying technologies troubleshooting system administration and much more focused lessons
that take you step by step through practical real world tasks a edition that provides the full text
of the book online the apple pro training series is apple s official self paced learning resource
books in this series offer downloadable lesson files and an online version of the book additional
information on this and other books in this series can be found at peachpit com apple for more
on certification visit training apple com
MacOS Support Essentials 11 - Apple Pro Training Series 2021 the apple certified way to learn
macos support essentials 11 the official book for macos support is a top notch primer for
anyone who needs to support troubleshoot or optimize macos big sur such as it professionals
technicians help desk specialists and ardent mac users this is the only apple pro training series
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book that covers big sur youll find in depth step by step instructions on everything from
upgrading updating reinstalling and configuring macos big sur to setting up network services
like the content caching service this book covers updated system utilities and new features in
macos big sur including security and privacy enhancements control center and notification
center safari system extensions macos recovery startup security utility and the signed system
volume ssv this book includes the following content authoritative explanations of underlying
technologies troubleshooting system administration and much more focused lessons that take
you step by step through practical real world tasks a edition that provides the full text of the
book online the apple pro training series is apples official self paced learning resource books in
this series offer downloadable lesson files and an online version of the book additional
information on this and other books in this series can be found at peachpit com apple for more
on certification visit training apple com
Apple Pro Training Series 2013-12-13 completely revised and updated for logic pro x this apple
certified guide shows you how to record produce and polish music files with apple s
professional audio software veteran music producer david nahmani s step by step instructions
teach you everything from basic music creation to advanced production techniques using logic
s software synthesizers samplers and digital signal processors learn about all of the key
features in logic pro x including flex pitch drummer drum kit designer track stacks midi effects
and more using the book s online files and logic pro x you ll begin making music in the first
lesson whether you re looking to use your computer as a digital recording studio create
musical compositions or transfer that song in your head into music you can share this
comprehensive book will show you how lesson and media files available online focused lessons
take you step by step through professional real world projects accessible writing style puts an
expert instructor at your side ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master
techniques fast lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time chapter review
questions summarize what you ve learned and prepare you for the apple certifi ed pro exam
Final Cut Pro X 10.4 - Apple Pro Training Series 2018-07-10 the apple certified way to
learn this fully updated apple certified guide presents a real world workflow from raw media to
finished project to demonstrate the features of final cut pro x 10 4 and the practical techniques
you will use in editing projects using professionally acquired media you ll utilize the same tools
and editing techniques used by editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing software
renowned editor and master trainer brendan boykin starts with basic video editing techniques
and takes you all the way through final cut pro s powerful features the lessons start as real
world as it gets with an empty application after downloading the media files you will be guided
through creating a project from scratch to finished draft the basic workflow and tools are
covered in lessons 1 through 4 where you create a rough cut the real world workflow continues
through the remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance it with a dive into
more robust features including the newest final cut pro x 10 4 tools for 360 editing precision
color grading and more downloadable lesson and media files to work sequentially through
exercises for hours of hands on training focused lessons teach concepts and take students step
by step through professional real world editing scenarios to create a final project chapter
review questions summarize what students learn to prepare them for the apple certification
exam edition provides full text of the book available online with revised content for significant
software updates the apple pro training series is both a self paced learning tool and the official
curriculum of the apple training and certification program upon completing the course material
in this guide you can become apple certified by passing the certification exam at an apple
authorized training center to find an apple authorized training center near you please visit
training apple com
Final Cut Express 2 2004 in the only apple certified source for final cut express 2 training a
bestselling author provides authorized instruction in apple and adobe products and curriculum
development for entertainment industry technologies the comprehensive course gives even
complete editing novices the chops to start creating high quality with final cut express 2 the
companion dvd includes lessons
Apple Pro Training Series Final Cut Pro for News and Sports Quick-Reference Guide,
Second Edition 2008 if you want to go beyond the basics of creating and producing music
with logic pro this apple certified guide is for you whether you re a composer producer
songwriter engineer studio programmer or simply a music lover who wants to create or
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produce professional quality music in your logic based studio you ll find the self paced step by
step instruction you need to begin creating your audio master works immediately as a
professional musician educator and a former employee of both emagic and apple author david
dvorin knows logic like no one else here he uses project based tutorials to guide you through
real world production tasks revealing logic s secrets along the way in short order you ll be
scoring and composing creating your own sounds with logic s software instruments and
employing advanced mixing editing and production techniques a companion dvd includes the
lesson and media files needed to complete the book s exercises plus free trial logic plug ins
from leading manufacturers note to customer logic pro 9 runs on mac os x 10 5 7 or later
Apple Pro Training Series 2010-02-14 important note this book will work with final cut pro x
versions 10 0 9 and earlier revised for final cut pro x 10 0 7 and featuring compelling footage
this best selling apple certified guide provides a strong foundation in all aspects of video
editing renowned author diana weynand starts with basic video editing techniques and takes
readers all the way through final cut pro s powerful features this second edition covers the
latest terminology and interface changes including those to the viewer toolbar timeline and
menus coverage of new and enhanced features includes compound clips multichannel audio
editing and exporting roles each chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video
editing and finishing using professional quality and broadcast footage dvd rom includes lesson
and media files for over 40 hours of training focused lessons take you step by step through
professional real world projects accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side
ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast lesson goals and
time estimates help you plan your time chapter review questions summarize what you ve
learned and prepare you for the apple certified pro exam
Apple Pro Training Series 2013-02-20 talk about making an impact apple s shake
compositing and visual effects software has been used in every academy award winning film for
visual effects since its debut it s no wonder that trained shake artists are in high demand and
there s nowhere better to begin getting that training than with this fully updated for shake 4
and comprehensive apple approved guide which includes a free 30 day trial version of this
multi thousand dollar software using step by step hands on instruction hollywood effects
wizard marco paolini takes you through shake s interface and features including its color
correction tools tracking and stabilization capabilities integrated procedural paint powerful
new floating point technology advanced keyframing blue and green screen techniques
rotoscoping tools and more as with the other titles in the apple pro training series each chapter
in this guide represents a complete lesson with a project to complete a review section and
bonus exercises to help test what you ve learned the accompanying dvd includes the lesson
files needed to complete the book s projects you can work through the book from cover to
cover to get an entire course or you can go straight to the lessons that interest you most either
way you ll find the coverage you need to confront even the most daunting compositing and
effects tasks with shake
Apple Pro Training Series 2005-10-25 now the best selling book on dvd studio pro is even
better fully updated for dvd studio pro 4 and with complete coverage of the new version of
compressor the industrial strength encoder that dramatically speeds up encoding of mpeg 2
and h 264 hd dvd video this self paced guide is the fastest way to learn to author professional
interactive dvds master trainers martin sitter and adrian ramseier begin with the basics of dvd
authoring and take you all the way through dvd studio pro s powerful advanced features each
chapter presents a complete lesson on an aspect of dvd creation with hands on projects for you
to complete as you go all the files are included on the accompanying dvd after learning how to
storyboard a dvd and plan its interactions you ll set chapter markers build still layered and
motion menus and add subtitles and links you ll also learn sophisticated techniques for juggling
multiple audio tracks and camera angles creating custom transitions building advanced
overlays and scripting by the end of the book you ll have created four full dvds the apple pro
training series is both a self paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the apple pro
training and certification program upon completing the course material in this book you can
become a certified apple pro b taking the certification exam at an apple authorized training
center to find an authorized training center near you go to apple com software pro training
Apple Pro Training Series 2005-11-02 this apple certified guide to aperture 3 starts with the
basics of image management and takes you step by step through aperture s powerful editing
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retouching proofing publishing and archiving features it delivers comprehensive training the
equivalent of a three day course in one project based book with complete coverage of aperture
s new features you ll learn to organize your photos using faces apple s face detection and
recognition tool take advantage of places to find photos by the location where they were shot
and retouch your images precisely with new nondestructive edge aware brushes you ll create
advanced slideshows that include hd videos titles and layered soundtracks and with the full
screen browser you ll now be able to use every inch of your mac display to browse and edit real
world exercises feature professional photography from a variety of genres including fashion
sports wedding commercial and landscape photography dvd rom includes lesson and media
files for over 20 hours of training focused lessons take you step by step through professional
real world projects accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side ample
illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast lesson goals and time
estimates help you plan your time chapter review questions summarize what you ve learned
and prepare you for the apple certified pro exam all of peachpit s ebooks contain the same
content as the print edition you will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs
you to the media files helpful tips if you are able to search the book search for where are the
lesson files go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards you will need a web
enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook
entering the url supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files
depending on your device it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the url to
make sure this is not the case try reducing your font size and turning your device to a
landscape view this should cause the full url to appear
Apple Pro Training Series 2005 this book covers garageband 10 0 the content and or media
files do not work with subsequent releases of the software in the only apple certified guide to
garageband 10 0 0 readers will be creating original works within the first few chapters using
real life material and practical lessons that they can apply immediately to their own projects
this book media combo offers a complete self paced course in all aspects of garageband
focused lessons take you step by step through fun real world projects and garageband 10 0 0
features exclusively for this book author musician mary plummer works with a host of talented
artists ranging from a student songwriter to a professional touring guitarist an award winning
poet an independent hip hop recording artist and award winning dancers to create all new real
world projects that readers will step through along the way readers will get to mix a songwriter
s demo test amp simulators and stomp boxes with an electric guitar solo edit spoken dialog for
an audio book lay down original hip hop beats using a drum machine patch and dynamic tempo
changes and add percussion and effects to a dance video to enhance the sound for mobile users
the book includes an overview of garageband for ios and sharing garageband songs via icloud
between ios devices and your mac this self paced learning tool pairs an easy accessible style
with ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts to guarantee that readers become proficient
with garageband 10 0 0 in no time
Apple Pro Training Series 2010-04-13 this is the official curriculum of apple s mavericks 201
os x server essentials 10 9 course and preparation for apple certified technical coordinator actc
10 9 certification as well as a top notch primer for anyone who needs to implement administer
or maintain a network that uses os x server on mavericks this book provides comprehensive
coverage of os x server and is part of the apple pro training series the only apple certified
books on the market designed for help desk specialists technical coordinators and entry level
system administrators this guide teaches you how to install and configure os x server on
mavericks to provide network based services you ll also learn to use tools for efficiently
managing and deploying os x server in addition to learning key concepts and experiencing
hands on practical exercises throughout the book also covers the learning objectives to help
you prepare for the industry standard actc certification provides authoritative explanations of
os x server setup and management on mavericks focused lessons take you step by step through
practical real world exercises lesson review questions summarize what you learn to prepare
you for the apple certification exam lesson files available for download
Apple Pro Training Series 2014-07-09 designed as a desktop companion for both editors and
motion graphics pros this is the perfect at a glance guide to motion 4 master trainer jem
schofield delivers a crash course on how motion thinks groups layers objects and behavior
based animation and meticulously guides you through the essential techniques and tools for
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animation motion graphics visual effects and 3d design in a concise look up format the guide
also provides a great summary of what s new in motion including enhanced 3d shadows
reflections and depth of field the ability to fly a camera from one object to another ripple text
characters on and off the screen with ease animate date and time sequences automatically
motion s remarkable new linking behavior and more
Apple Pro Training Series 2013-12-23 this handy 180 page book offers a great overview of
quicktime pro including a fundamental explanation of video encoding and an invaluable look up
guide of video codecs and the quicktime pro interface includes step by step tutorials for the
five things people do most with quicktime pro capturing editing using different video tracks
exporting and scripting quicktime pro actions with automator available for both windows and
mac quicktime 6 was downloaded more than 350 million times moreover 98 of those downloads
were from pc users at a rate of over 10 million per month quicktime pro is now available and
can be downloaded for 29 99
Apple Pro Training Series 2010-11-11 logic pro x 10 6 update although there has been a 10 6
release since the time that this book was published the content is still applicable the changes in
10 6 do not affect the book content record arrange mix produce and polish your music with this
best selling apple certified guide to logic pro x 10 5 veteran producer and composer david
nahmani uses step by step project based instructions and straightforward explanations to teach
everything from basic music creation to sophisticated production techniques learn to populate
trigger and record live loops into cells record audio and midi data create and edit sequences
and edit regions in the tracks view to build an arrangement you ll create both acoustic and
electronic virtual drum performances using drummer tracks with drum kit designer and drum
machine designer you ll use quick sampler to create an instrument from a single sample to
create stutter effects and vocal chop and explore ear candy production techniques such as
parallel processing and turntable start and stop effects you ll use logic pro x midi fx and smart
controls to control software synthesizers from a midi controller or an ipad you ll harness the
power of smart tempo to make all audio files play in time you ll stretch vocal notes and correct
timing of recordings with flex time and you ll explore flex pitch to tune a vocal recording finally
you ll mix automate and master the song processing your tracks with eq compression delay
reverb and other effect plug ins to achieve a professional sound downloadable lesson and
media les take you step by step through real world hands on exercises accessible writing style
puts an expert instructor at your side ample illustrations help you master techniques fast
lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time key command lists summarize
keyboard shortcuts used in each lesson to speed up your workflow the apple pro training series
is a self paced learning tool and apple s official guide for logic pro x books in this series also
include downloadable lesson files and an online version of the book
Apple Pro Training Series 2007-04-12 welcome to aperture the revolutionary application for
managing and editing digital photographs designed specifically for professional digital
photographers aperture is an enormously powerful tool for handling some of the most time
consuming and tedious tasks of professional photography this collection of apple pro training
tutorials will get you up and running in no time you ll learn how to sort rank and manage
images with unparalleled efficiency display onscreen proofs and contact sheets in compelling
ways for clients edit and retouch your selected images professionally publish proofs portfolios
and final images on the and in print and archive images in a way that s easy secure and
intuitive available in 2005 these hands on tutorials provide a great overview of an
indispensable application for digital photographers
Logic Pro X 10.5 - Apple Pro Training Series 2020-09-18 updated for aperture 3 4 this apple
certified guide starts with the basics of image management and takes you step by step through
aperture s powerful editing retouching proofing publishing and archiving features it delivers
comprehensive training the equivalent of a two day course in one project based book with
complete coverage of aperture s new interface and features you ll learn to index your photos
using face recognition and gps location data master powerful non destructive image
adjustment tools including brush based local adjustments and create impressive slideshows
that include photos hd video clips and layered soundtracks learn time saving techniques for
sorting ranking and organizing images for use in different jobs and discover effective ways to
publish images for client review and keep your online portfolio up to date automatically this
book s real world exercises feature professional photography from a variety of genres including
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landscapes portraits wedding and wildlife photography focused lessons take you step by step
through professional real world projects accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at
your side ample illustrations help you master techniques fast lesson goals and time estimates
help you plan your time chapter review questions summarize what you ve learned and prepare
you for the apple pro certification exam requires os x v 10 8 2 or later aperture 3 4 or later the
apple pro training series is both a self paced learning tool and the official curriculum for apple
pro training and certification programs
Apple Pro Training Series 2005-11-29 this is officially authorized apple pro training series work
is a top notch primer for anyone who needs to implement administer or maintain a network
that uses os x server on el capitan this book provides comprehensive coverage of os x server
and is part of the apple pro training series the only apple certified books on the market
designed for help desk specialists technical coordinators and entry level system administrators
this guide teaches you how to install and configure os x server on el capitan to provide network
based services you ll also learn to use tools for efficiently managing and deploying os x server
in addition to learning key concepts and experiencing hands on practical exercises throughout
this book provides comprehensive coverage of os x server and is part of the apple pro training
series the only apple certified books on the market this guide teaches students how to install
and configure os x server on el capitan to provide network based services they ll learn to use
tools for efficiently managing and deploying os x server you will learn key concepts and
experience hands on practical exercises provides authoritative explanations of os x server
setup and management on el capitan focused lessons take you step by step through practical
real world exercises lesson review questions summarize what you learn to prepare you for the
apple certification exam lesson files available for download
Apple Pro Training Series 2012-10-13 macos support essentials 12 the official book for
macos support is a top notch primer for anyone who needs to support troubleshoot or optimize
macos monterey such as it professionals technicians help desk specialists and ardent mac users
this is the only apple pro training series book that covers monterey you ll find in depth step by
step instructions on everything from upgrading updating reinstalling and configuring macos
monterey to setting up network services this book covers updated system utilities and new
features in macos monterey passwords system preference live text voice control user privacy
settings notarized apps startup security utility and more this book includes the following
content authoritative explanations of underlying technologies troubleshooting system
administration and much more focused lessons that take you step by step through practical
real world tasks a edition that provides the full text of the book online the apple pro training
series is apple s official self paced learning resource books in this series offer downloadable
lesson files and an online version of the book additional information on this and other books in
this series can be found at peachpit com apple for more on certification visit training apple com
OS X Server 5.0 Essentials - Apple Pro Training Series 2016-02-19 the only apple certified
guide to apple s revolutionary post production tool for photographers
macOS Support Essentials 12 - Apple Pro Training Series 2022-03-02 the only apple certified
guide to apple s photo editing and management tool for photographers
Aperture 1.5 2006 broadcast editors work with deadlines that are the most demanding in the
field to help you meet those deadlines and learn to use final cut pro at the same time this easy
look up guide focuses on the essential features that you need to get your stories done quickly
without sacrificing quality for editing everything from voiceovers to sports and news packages
you ll get tips for efficient setup customization and trimming techniques you ll learn the best
methods for making audio adjustments how to use common transitions and effects splice in fat
and tight bites cover narration with b roll and prepare a story for delivery no one teaches
cutting edge technology better than joe torelli read his book in clear simple terms he ll show
you things you might miss that will make you a better storyteller bob dotson emmy award
winning nbc news correspondent as the first person to use an avid digital nonlinear editing
system in a broadcast environment who better than joseph torelli to write the definitive book
on fast story editing under tremendous deadline pressures than this veteran broadcast
videographer editor tom ohanian academy award and two time emmy award recipient and co
inventor avid media film multicamera systems
Aperture 2 2008 the apple certified way to learn this fully updated apple certified guide
presents a real world workflow from raw media to finished project to demonstrate the features
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of final cut pro x 10 3 and the practical techniques you will use in editing projects using
professionally acquired media you ll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used by
editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing software renowned editor and master trainer
brendan boykin starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all the way through
final cut pro s powerful features the lessons start as real world as it gets with an empty
application after downloading the media files you will be guided through creating a project
from scratch to finished draft the basic workflow and tools are covered in lessons 1 through 4
where you create a rough cut the real world workflow continues through the remaining lessons
as you take the basic project and enhance it with a deeper dive into the more advanced final
cut pro x 10 3 features including how to easily import and organize media using metadata
advanced audio design with roles stunning effects including 3d titles and much more
downloadable lesson and media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of hands
on training focused lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through professional
real world editing scenarios to create a final project chapter review questions summarize what
students learn to prepare them for the apple certification exam edition provides full text of the
book available online with revised content for significant software updates the apple pro
training series is both a self paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the apple
training and certification program upon completing the course material in this guide you can
become apple certified by passing the certification exam at an apple authorized training center
to find an apple authorized training center near you please visit training apple com
Apple Pro Training Series 2010-04-09 in the only apple certified guide to iwork 09 you ll
learn to create everything from first rate business presentations and newsletters to effective
budgets and event planners focused lessons take you step by step through all aspects of
keynote pages and numbers the self paced book uses real life material and practical lessons
that you can apply immediately to your own projects you ll learn to master the iwork suite of
tools quickly through fun real world projects design a keynote presentation from storyboard to
export add animated charts and custom backgrounds to a presentation with ease publish great
looking newsletters and brochures in print and on the build a professional marketing package
from scratch create expense reports track budgets and plan special events sort organize and
chart data using sophisticated spreadsheet calculations the apple training series is both a self
paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the apple training and certification program
to find out more about apple training or to find an authorized training center near you go to
apple com training all of peachpit s ebooks contain the same content as the print edition you
will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs you to the media files helpful tips
if you are able to search the book search for where are the lesson files go to the very last page
of the book and scroll backwards you will need a web enabled device or computer in order to
access the media files that accompany this ebook entering the url supplied into a computer
with web access will allow you to get to the files depending on your device it is possible that
your display settings will cut off part of the url to make sure this is not the case try reducing
your font size and turning your device to a landscape view this should cause the full url to
appear
Apple Pro Training Series 2009 the only apple authorized guide to final cut express hd 3 5 this
book delivers the techniques you need to make movie magic with dv or hdv footage each
chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing with hands on
projects to complete as you go all the files you need are on the included dvd rom you ll learn
how to make effective edits and adjust them precisely create polished transitions and
sophisticated composites add audio tracks titles and speed and motion effects then color
correct and finish your video for export to dvd or the whether you re a student a devoted
amateur who s serious about digital video or a professional who needs a comprehensive editing
program for your home computer you ll find everything you need to learn final cut express hd 3
5 within the pages of this book dvd rom includes lesson and media files for over 20 hours of
training
Final Cut Pro X 10.3 - Apple Pro Training Series 2017-03-31 the apple certified way to
learn this all new guide presents a real world workflow from raw media to finished project to
demonstrate the features of final cut pro x and the practical techniques you will use in editing
projects using professionally acquired media you ll utilize the same tools and editing
techniques used by editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing software renowned editor
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and master trainer brendan boykin starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all
the way through final cut pro s powerful features the lessons start as real world as it gets with
an empty timeline after downloading the media files you will be guided through creating a
project from rough cut to final edit the basic workflow and tools are covered in lessons 1
through 4 where you will create a rough cut the real world workflow continues through the
remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance it with a deeper dive into the
more advanced final cut pro x features including how to efficiently organize and share media
with the new libraries enhanced audio tools streamlined media management retiming and more
downloadable lesson media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of hands on
training focused lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through professional
real world editing scenarios to create a final project chapter review questions summarize what
students learn to prepare them for the apple certification exam the apple pro training series is
both a self paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the apple training and certification
program upon completing the course material in this guide you can become apple certified by
passing the certification exam at an apple authorized training center to find an apple
authorized training center near you please visit training apple com
Apple Training Series 2010-04-16 now fully updated for version 1 5 this comprehensive book
dvd combo starts with the basics of image management and takes you step by step all the way
through aperture s powerful photo editing image retouching proofing publishing and archiving
features version 1 5 s new features are completely covered including the new image editing
tools expanded search capabilities new loupe tool and support for many more raw file formats
it delivers comprehensive training the equivalent of a two day course in one project based book
you ll learn time saving techniques for sorting ranking and organizing images for use in
different jobs and effective ways to display images for client review apply metadata keep your
online portfolio up to date automatically color manage your workflow from input to final print
and much more real world exercises feature professional photography from a variety of genres
including fashion sports wedding commercial and portraiture all the files you need to complete
the exercises are included on the dvd
Apple Pro Training Series 2006-06-12 the only guide to apple s enterprise level storage area
network solution fully updated for tiger and xsan 1 2 xsan is one of the most powerful flexible
and affordable san solutions on the market handy booklet provides invaluable setup
configuration and troubleshooting tips fully updated to cover tiger and xsan 1 2
Apple Pro Training Series 2014-01-14 this is the official curriculum of the apple mavericks 101
os x support essentials 10 9 course and preparation for apple certified support professional
acsp 10 9 certification as well as a top notch primer for anyone who needs to support
troubleshoot or optimize os x mavericks this guide provides comprehensive coverage of
mavericks and is part of the apple pro training series the only apple certified books on the
market designed for support technicians help desk specialists and ardent mac users this guide
takes you deep inside the mavericks operating system readers will find in depth step bystep
instruction on everything from installing and configuring mavericks to managing networks and
system administration whether you run a computer lab or an it department you ll learn to set
up users configure system preferences manage security and permissions use diagnostic and
repair tools troubleshoot peripheral devices and more all on your way to preparing for the
industry standard acsp certification covers updated system utilities and new features of os x
mavericks including icloud keychain and tags features authoritative explanations of underlying
technologies troubleshooting system administration and much more focused lessons take you
step by step through practical realworld tasks lesson files and bonus material available for
download including lesson review questions summarizing what you ve learned to prepare you
for the apple certification exam
Apple Pro Training Series 2006-10-18 in this best selling guide to motion 5 you ll learn to
create sophisticated projects using motion s newest features master trainer mark spencer
starts with the fundamentals of motion graphics and quickly moves into compositing animation
motion graphics design visual effects design and the world of 3d the book is fully revised to
take advantage of the software s new features whether you re just entering the field or are
already an accomplished motion graphics pro this book will have you designing in motion in
record time includes downloadable lesson and media files focused lessons take you step by step
through real world projects accessible writing style puts expert instructors at your side ample
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illustrations help you master techniques fast lesson goals and time estimates help you plan
your time chapter review questions summarize what you ve learned and help you preparefor
the apple pro certification exam all of peachpit s ebooks contain the same content as the print
edition you will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs you to the media files
helpful tips if you are able to search the book search for where are the lesson files go to the
very last page of the book and scroll backwards you will need a web enabled device or
computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook entering the url
supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files depending on your
device it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the url to make sure this is not
the case try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view this should
cause the full url to appear
Apple Pro Training Series 2006-02-10 with apple training series iphoto the only apple
certified guide to iphoto you will be seamlessly organizing and editing your photos in no time
using real life material and practical lessons that you can apply immediately to your own
images this book media combo offers a complete self paced course in all aspects of iphoto
focused lessons take you step by step through setting up your library arranging photos by faces
and places quick fixes and effects designing a photo book creating a slideshow sharing photos
and more whether working with mac os or ios readers will master iphoto tools quickly through
fun real world image projects and share their shots through social media and icloud this self
paced learning tool pairs an easy accessible style with ample illustrations and keyboard
shortcuts to guarantee that readers become proficient with iphoto in no time
Apple Pro Training Series 2013-12-23 the only apple certified book on os x lion this revised
best seller will take you deep inside the latest big cat operating system covering everything
from installation and configuration customizing the operating system supporting applications
setting up peripherals and more whether you re a support technician or simply an ardent mac
user you ll quickly learn and master the new features in os x lion following the learning
objectives of the apple certified support professional exam this self paced book is a perfect
guide for apple s training and a first rate primer for computer support personnel who need to
troubleshoot and optimize os x lion as part of their jobs chapter review sections and quizzes
summarize and reinforce acquired knowledge the apple pro training series serves as both a self
paced learning tool and the official curriculum for os x lion and os x lion server certification
programs
Apple Pro Training Series 2011-10-12 xsan is a 64 bit cluster file system specifically
designed for small and large computing environments that demand the highest level of data
availability this book takes an in depth look at xsan 2 components requirements topologies and
installation challenges system administrators and other it professionals will learn about storage
and network terminology about the deployment options offered by xsan 2 and how to plan a
deployment how to identify the basic structure of xsan volumes how to work with client and
server configurations how to manage failover and about controlling user access to san volumes
Apple Pro Training Series 2014-06-17 supporting and troubleshooting os x lion cover
Apple Pro Training Series 2011
Apple Training Series 2008-12-14
OS X Lion Support Essentials 2012
Final Cut Pro 7 2010
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